ANTHONY   EDEN
as far as European opinion was concerned this latest effort
was merely more grist for the Gayda and the Goebbels,
while at home there was widespread alarm at such brazen
* Plazatoryism *. Two days later Hitler issued a note denounc-
ing the Navigation Clauses of Versailles, and Eden was
forced once more to intensify the general irritation and alarm
by taking * a serious view * of the action and offering no
remedy for it.
In this context Eden's great speech at Leamington on
soth November served a double purpose—of restoring
British prestige in Europe, and Conservative prestige in
Britain. Its fundamental importance rests in its style. The
immediate contrast was with the formlessness of Baldwin's
ideas and expression. Here was a younger Conservative who,
even if he lacked the political resource to carry out his policy,
yet all the same knew under precise headings just what he
wanted. The Leamington speech gave the appearance of
order to a foreign policy that was lapsing into chaos from
the mere desire of the Cabinet to sit rather than to sit and
think.
Eden first of all concerned himself with the rival forms of
government which it seemed were gnawing at sanity in
international relationships. It was our duty to recall the
objectives we had before us during the last war. They were:
' Freedom and democracy at home. Peace abroad. Such
should still be our objectives to-day '. We are opposed to the
formation of blocs. This was the basis of a communiqui
agreed to between Beck and Eden following a recent visit to
England by the Polish Foreign Minister. * We mean we do
not want to divide the world into democracies and dictator-
ships '. It would be a tragedy if the League of Nations were
to become the home of any ideology except the ideology of
peace. * All that we in this country require and expect is that
the rule of law should govern international relations and not
the rule of War *. In spite of defections the League was still
the best system yet devised. It was now less effective than a
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